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A SIMPLE RELATIONSHIP TO PREDICT THE POSITIONS OF 
INTENSITY MAXIMA FOR DIFFRACTED LOW ENERGY ELECTRON BEAVill 

H. H. Farrell and G. A. Somorjai 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence'Radiation Laboratory, 
and Department of Chemistry, 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

For low energy electrons that are diffracted from the (100) faces 

of several face centered cubic crystals, we have found a simple method 

for predicting the energies at which the majority of the intensity 

maxima appear in the different diffraction beams. The mechanism involves 

coupling between certain diffracted beams rather than between the incident 

beam and a diffracted beam. 
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We have observed and formulated a simple relationship between the 

wavelength of low energy electrons, A = [150.4/ev]l/2, and the position 

of the intensity maxima in the experimentally observed diffraction be~~s 

which are back scattered from face-centered cubic single crystal surfaces. 

The conditions for diffraction are dependent upon the direction and mag

nitude of the incident electron wave vector, Ikol . 2w/A, and upon the 

geometry and interatomic distances in the crystal. The dominant diffrac-

tion condition appears to be a Laue condition between certain diffracted 

be~~s rather than between the incident beam and a'diffracted beam as is 

found in x-ray diffraction. 

In low energy electron diffraction the back-diffracted electron beams 

appear at scattering angles and electron beam energies which are predict- . 

able by the two-dimensional diffraction grating formula. It is customary 

to measure the intensity of each diffracted beam as a function of beam 

voltage (I vs. eV). It is well known that the intensi tyfluctuates with 

many peaks appearing at different electron energies in the range 5-500 eV. 

Neither the position of these peaks, i.e., the wavelength at which they 

appear, nor their large number is predictable from the kinematic Bragg 

conditions of diffraction. As low energy electrons are strongly scattered 

by solids, they interact with the crystal lattice primarily in the neigh-

borhood of t~e surface. Near the surface, the full three-dimensional sym-

metry is not displayed. In addition, kinematic Bragg diffraction is 

strongly masl<:.ed by multiple scattering l)rocesses at low energies. 

The nature of 1010[ energy electron diffraction has been described and 

predicted by several authors. 1- 3 Formalisms have been developed by, among 

others, McRael and Gafner,2 which, when applied judiciously should allow 
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one to calculate both the location and the intensities of the diffracted 

electron beam maxima. At present these approaches cannot, however, be tri':' 
-. 

vially used to compute peak positions. A somewhat different method has 

been developed by Boudreaux and Heine. 3 In their representation, the 

amplitude of the diffracted beam is determined by the band structure of 

the crystal. Noting that the band structure' is determined in part by 

the geometry of the crystal, it should be possible to formulate simple 

diffraction conditions to predict the position of intensity maxima. 

The two-dimensional. diffraction grating' formllla· .which is obeyed. in .. 

low energy electron diffraction is 

.... 
k' xy 

..... 
+ G xy (1) . 

.... .... 
where k' and kO are the components of the wave vectors of the diffracted 

xy 'X,y 

and the incident beams, respectively, which are parallel to the surface 
..... 

plane, and G is a reciprocal lattice vector also parallel to the surface xy 

plane. We neglect the small shift in electron wavelength due to the crys-

tal potential. For elastic scattering, we have the constraint Ikol = Ik'l~ 

so that the component of the diffracted beam perpendicular to the surface, 
.... 
k' is uniquely defined as 
z~ 

(2) 

The perpendicular component may have both positive and negative values 

corresponding to beams directed into or out of the crystal. As the electron 

energy increases, Ik'i also increases and the angle between the crystal z 

surface and the diffracted beam will change. Thus, by changing theelec-

tron energy, we vary not only the wavelength but also the direction of 

the beam both inside and outside the crystal. 
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Let us, for simplicity} neglect scattering events between beams 

characterized by different magnitudes of the parallel reciprocal lattice 
~ 

vector IG I. Thus} except in the case of the specularly reI~ected beam, xy 

coupling with the incident beam will be ignored. 

Tile condition for diffraction inside the crystal by this mechanism 

can then be expressed as 

~ ~ 

where G is a perpendicular reciprocal lattice vector and k' 
z z 

(3a) 

....I. 
and k" 

z 

correspond to two different diffraction beams with the same magnitude of 

~ 

the parallel component of the reciprocal lattice vector. IG I·directed xy 

out of and into the crystal, respectively. At normal incidence this 

condition becomep 

As the electron energy is increased, this diffraction condition will no 

longer be met. Therefore, the electron will be allowed to penetrate into 

the crystal until the conditions for diffraction are re-established at 

some other scattering angle. Consequently; a corresponding decrease in 

the intensity of the reflected beam should occur followed again by an 

intensity maxima. 

At normal incidence, using the conditions stated in Eqs. (1) and 

(3b) we haVe 
..lo. 

k' 
...\ ..!Io. 

G + 1/2 G xy z 
(4) 

This general diffraction equation ~an be further simplified for 

scattering by a face-centered cubic crystal. Using the x-ray unit cell, 
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the crystal is characterized by the mutually perpendicular translational 

...:.. -l> '""-

unit cell vectors x, y, and z of magnitude ao• The reciprocal lattice 

vectors are then given by 

...:.. ~ .:.. .:.. 21T 
G = [hx + ky +. izJ ao 

~here h, k and i are the Miller indices. Substituting Eq. (5) into (4), 

and noting that eV = 150. ~ \ kO \2, ~e obtain at normal incidence 
(271") 

eV = 15g. 4 [h2 + k2 + 1/4 iJ 
a o 

In low' energy electron diffraction, it is customary to use a different 

unit cell from the cubic unit .cell used in x-ray diffraction. The trans-

~ fir'::""::'''::'' llr '""-..:.. ~ ~ 
formation x = 1/"2(a + b), Y = 1/"'2(a ... b) and z = c 

tien of Eq. (6) in LEED notation as 

(h-k)/2 and n c = i. 

leads to the reformula-

(7) 

We have measured the intensities of the different diffracted low 

energy electron beams near normal incidence from' the Al(lOO) and Pd(lOO) 

surfaces. These are shown in Figs. la and lb. In Table I, ~e have 

tabulated the experimental values of the electron energy in electron 

volts at ~hich intensity maxima appear in the (10), (11) and (20) diffrac-~ 

tion spots (LEED notation:(lO) implies na = 1 and ~ = 0, etc). Due to 

experimental uncertainties (deviations from normal incidence, angular 

width of the electron beam, etc.,) the peak positions are only accurate 

to within about 5 eV to 15 eV at 100 eV and 200 eV respectively. For 

comparison, ~·e. have also listed the values obtained for Ag(lOO), 4,5 
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Cu(lOO),' 'N1(100 L 6,7' and AU(lOO) 1 4 surfaces \olhich \olere 'reported in the 

J,.iterature. 

In the same table \ole list the calculated values for,the intensity 

'maxima obtained using Eq.(6) or (7). It can be Been that, for the (10) 

and the (20) beams (LEED notation), the agreement bet\ol'een theory and 

experiment is very good for even values of n or 1 while the peaks 
c 

corresponding to odd values of n are missing. For'the (11) beam the c 

agreement between the experimentally observed and calculated positions 

of the maxima is very good for the odd values of n. Several intensity c 

maxima appear at even values of n , as well. It should be noted that , c 

most of the electron energies corresponding to the even values of nc " 

coincide either with intensity maxima in other beams or w'ith the emergence 

of new diffraction beams (surface wave resonance). 

'The few'maxima that are not predicted by this formalism come at 
, , 

energies that are very close to those predicted for,ma~~ma in other 

beams. Further, on aluminum the intensities of these peaks have been 

observed to be very sensitive to slight changes in angle. These peaks 

, ' may be taken as evidence of possible interactions hetw'een beams with 

I ~G' I b 1,3 different as has been discussed y several authors. xy 

The diffraction conditions stated in Eqs. (3)-(7) reduce to the 

kinematic Bragg condition of diffraction only for the (00) beam, Even 

near normal incidence, several additional diffraction features appear 

in the IOO vs eV plots. Many of the minima in' the (00) reflection can 

be associated either w'ith the emergence of new electron beams or w'i th 

maxima in other beams [at least for Al(lOO)J. 

, . 
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As all beams with the same magnitude of the reciprocal lattice 

vector It I and the same sign of k' are equivalent at normal incidence, xy z 

it is impossible to determine relative couplings between beams viithout 

det-ailed angular studies. Preliminary experimental results vlould seem 

to indicate that, on aluminlilll J the strongest coupling is between beams 

..:>. 

differing only in the sign of k'. That is, between beams with the same 
z 

indices nand n,. This process is, essentially, specLllar reflection a 0 
~ 

of k I from planes parallel to the surface .. · In an energy band forms.lism, 

t:his occurs when k I crosses a Brillouin zone boundary, that is, when z 

k! = 1/2 G • z . z 

For this type of mechanism, diffraction occurs from the (0,0,£) 

l)lanes, and in the bulk, one ·would expect that only even values of i 

or n would be allOl"ed for face-centered cubic materialsoTh.is selection c 

rule is observed for the (nO) beams, but not for the (11) beam •. If this 

mechanisrr, is realistic, it is perhaps not surprising that selection rules re-

sulting from the symmetry of the buD<: crystal are not comPletely applicable 

In the neighborhood of the surface 4 

It appears that there are three types of important scsttering 

processes for low energy electrons. orne dominant type of intGraction 

appears tobe that betiveen beams with the same magnitude of the parallel 

corr,ponen'c of the reciprocal lattice vector, I Gxyl. The diffraction 

cO;ldition for these beams is given by Eq. (3a). Considering only this 

type of diffraction, with proper selection rules, we can V"0'dict most 

:::>f' 'Ci:€ positior.s o-:;.~ the intensity rr.&:dma in the low· index beClTIis :;:~~"orr. 

t;-.2 ~ ::'00) ::'ace of :::~ace centerec. cubic crystals. It shodd iJe noted ti-.at 

with Gz 
o surface re sonance also follOl'is from this diffroction concH tio;:. 
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• 
The second type of interaction is between beams with different I Gxyl 

which have intensity maxima at, the same electron beam energies. At 

thes~ coi~cid~nces the intensity appears to be share~ b~tween the beams 

involved. The behavior of t~e (OO)-reflection seems to illustrate this 

case. Also, some of the predicted maxima in the (ll)-beam which are 

absent coincide with the appearance of maxima in other beams. The 
. 

third and less important type of interaction is between beams with 

different I G : I which do' not have coincident intensity maxima. " This has 
xy , 

been discussed by other authors. 1,3 

We are grateful to Professors D. Templeton and V. Heine for .- .. 
helpful discussions. 

. .. . 
, This work was performed under the auspices of the United States' ~ 

Atomic Energy Commission. 
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Table I. The experimental and cRlculntcd values of the; elcc t c'm beam en.ergies at 
\'i11ich intensity maxima occur i.n several loiv index beams for the (100) 
faces of several face cent.ered cubic metals 

0 Al(100) Pd(lOO) Ag(100) CU(100) N.i(100) AU(100) 
a (A) 4.04 3.88 

0 
4.08 3.61 3.52 4.07 

~ n obs cal obs cal obs cal obs cal obs cal obs cal.' 
c 

18 
v 

18 26 24 18 0 0 * * 20 ?O 23 27 * 
0 1 * * +. + + * 
0 2 * 28 * 30 21 27 37 34 34 36 27 27 

34 48 32 
0 3 * . '- * + + + + 

4 
v>~ 

60 60. 56 54 69 54. 0 57 55 70 79 73 55 

75 79 f. 62 87 69-
.' 

.0 5 + + + + +. + 

0 6 100 101 108 110 115 100 127 126 134 133 117 100 

120 123 146 1'-12 

0 7 +. + + + + 

0 8 163 164 178 180 168 163 220 20'r 223 219 of 163 

174 203 

".~ 

I 
\0 
I 

~ 
~ 
I 
I--' co 
\.)I 
--.1 
\.)I 
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Table I (continued) 

--------~--------- ... - ... -~.~.-~ ~ .. . ... - .... ~.--.~.----

0 IU(100) Fd(100) t\g(1.00) Cu( ,_<':;0) 0; i.(IJ)() AU(100) 
Po (A) 4.04 3.88 h.oe .5. t;l 3. )2 1+.0'{ 

---.- "'-'.-'. ------- -- • ---....... - ... - ••••. ""------.----.-.. ---- ... ~ .. > ••••• __ ........ - ....... -. -- - .... - .... ~---.-.--------....,..-~.-.- .. - .. 

n ~ n a c obs cal obs cal i)fJ s cal obs cal ~ _~I :) ::) cal obs r~Al 
-_._--.-_ ...... _---- _._ ...... _ .... , .......... ·ti_··· ...... __ ...... __ ...... _. ___ ~_., ..... _._._ ... _.... . ..... _ •.. _. _______ • __ ...... __ ~ ________ .•• ___ 

1 1 2 .J!- 46 * 50 h6 11-5 60 5'( - G5 61 l- 45 
1 1 3 * 58 * 63 55 'j'( 72 '[2 78 T{ 58 5'7 

-1 1 4 * 73 82 80 76 72 + 92 100 9'{ + 72 
1 1 5 90 94 109 103 93 93 ·115 1113 120 125 101 95 
1 1 6 120 120 + 130 + 118 + 111-9 . 153 158 + 118 
1 1 '7 11+6 150 153 163 Lh.l Ih'{ 191 18r

{ 190 19 r

( 136 ·147 I 
~ 
0 

1 1 8 193 - 184 203 200 + 181 + 230 + ;?)1-3 + 181 ~ 

1 1 9 230 225 * 243 229 220 296 279 * 295 211-7 .220 

2 0 2 * 83 * 90 77 ' 81 99 103 78 91 
III 

2 0 3 * * + + 4= 

2 0 4 * 110 * 120 112 109 138 138 120 109 

154 c:: 
2 0 5 + + 

(") 

+ + + ~ 
6 163 ... 156 158 154 163 151~. 

I 
~ 0 175 170 203. 195 ~ 

(X) 

"" 173 215 ~ 

"" 
* Outside expe:dyt:ental range 
+- Have not been reported 
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Al (100) 
8- 1° 

(2,0) 
(1,0) 
( I , I ) 
(0,0) 

·f \ '\ ..... . .... / 
..... , ..... /... \. --->" /' . ,-'>.::.-:::..-.-. .::::."~.~-- ...---

. ./ '-.-

100 200 

BEAM VOLTAGE (eV) 

Fig. la The intensity of the different diffraction beams 
from the AI(IOO) surface as a function of electron 
beam energy. The angle of incidence, e, is 
approximately normal to the surface except for the 
(00) beam, for 'Which e = 30. The intensities of 
the different beams are not comparable. 
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I \ I:" \'': .......• /- ...... ! 
\./ ..... \,./ .~\. 1/ 
\.··i ... \ . .... I· 

" 

... ,'.... \.. .--._ I. .I 
. 1--../ , / 

/ / 
/ / 

/ , ,,-/ 
/ ...... _--_ ...... 

,,/ 

200 
BEAM VOLTAGE (eV) 

Pd (100) 

(2,0) 
( 1,0) 
(1,1 ) 
(0,0) 

Fig. Ib The intensity of the different diffraction beams 
from the Pd(lOO) surface as a function of electron 
beam energy. The angle of incidence, e, is 
approximately normal to the surface except for the 
(00) beam, for which e = 3 0

• The intensities of 
the different beams are not comparable. 
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